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Letter from the Editor
Tennessee Leeuwenburg
Hello to the readers of The Python Papers! This issue marks the end of our first
full  year  of  publications –  the next  edition will  be our  first  anniversary.  Our
domain name is up for its yearly renewal and it seems appropriate to look at
some of the things which we have achieved so far:
> 13 articles published and five academic papers;
> 18522 total site visits;
  > Highlights from Python User Groups in four countries
  > Connections with many individuals and groups
  > The creation of our website and editorial policies
It has been a time not without its trials. Our first issue was little more than a few contributions
from the editorial board and a dash of planning with regards to layout and design. From these
very humble beginnings, the Python community has responded with the great contributions
which make our continued existence possible.  It  is  only appropriate that  this  issue look in
particular detail  at some of those individuals.  Our feature article explores the barriers that
women face in tech communities. This article applies generally, but holds a lot of valuable
information for those individuals seeking to promote Python through advocacy, development or
community involvement. We include our regular section on Python User Group highlights, this
time examining Brisbane-PUG. Our academic section presents PyPhant, a framework  for the
creation and application of information flow models.
I'd also like to say a big hello to everyone at the Front Range Pythoneers in Boulder, Colorado
who were kind enough to include me in one of their meetups while I was on overseas visit!
Introducing The Team
Tennessee Leeuwenburg – Editor-in-Chief
Tennessee  Leeuwenburg  is  a  software  developer  working  at  the  Australian  Bureau  of
Meteorology on automatic text generation of weather forecasts. Prior to this he spent time
working  on  meteorological  data  transfer  standards  in  the  form  of  the  OpenDAP  database
system.
Maurice Ling – Associate Editor
Maurice Ling is a PhD candidate in the department of Zoology of The University of Melbourne
working on text  analysis  of  biological  literature for  the purpose of  understanding hormone
interactions in the mouse mammary cell.
Richard Jones – Associate Editor
Richard is Blue Box Device's lead OpenGL developer with over 10 years of broad experience
working with multiple languages and tools in web-based management systems, data archive,
meta-data systems, computer graphics, business systems, e-commerce and communications.
He also runs the bi-annual PyWeek Game Programming Challenge and is involved with the
organisation of the Open Source Developer's Conference in Melbourne, Australia.
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Stephanie Chong – Associate Editor
Stephanie is currently studying Arts/Law at The University of Melbourne.
Contacting The Python Papers
The editors may be contacted via email at: editor@pythonpapers.org.  We  are  always
happy to  receive feedback,  suggestions  for  improvement  and ideas for  future  articles  and
topics. 
Contribute to The Python Papers
If you would like to contribute an opinion piece, an article, participate in an interview or submit
a  paper  for  review  and  publication,  please  don't  hesitate  to  contact  us  at
editor@pythonpapers.org.
